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FLUID PROVIDING APPARATUS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to a fluid providing apparatus for providing a fluid

to an analyzing apparatus for analyzing the fluid. The invention further relates to an

analyzing apparatus, an analyzing method and a computer program for analyzing a fluid

provided by the fluid providing apparatus, and to an analyzing system for analyzing a

fluid comprising the fluid providing apparatus and the fluid analyzing apparatus.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A system for analyzing a fluid is, for example, a system for analyzing

saliva comprising a disposable cartridge and a reading apparatus. A disposable swab-

stick is provided for collecting a saliva sample and for transferring the same to the

disposable cartridge for providing the saliva sample to the reading apparatus for

analyzing the provided saliva sample. Generally, a sealed package is provided

comprising the disposable swab-stick and the disposable cartridge. In a standard

procedure the cartridge is inserted into the reading apparatus and then the swab-stick is

used to collect a saliva sample. When the saliva sample has been collected, it can be

mixed with a buffer fluid. Subsequently, the buffered sample can be applied to the

cartridge and the buffered saliva flows through a filtering section and reagent releasing

section into an analyzing section, in which the saliva is analyzed by using the reader.

This system for analyzing a fluid is disclosed in the article "Cozart® RapiScan Oral

Fluid Drug Testing System: An Evaluation of Sensitivity, Specificity, and Efficiency

for Cocaine Detection Compared with EIA and GC-MS Following Controlled Cocaine

Administration", Erin A. Kolbrich et al., Journal of Analytical Toxicology, Vol. 27,

October 2003.

When the cartridge is inserted into the reading apparatus, the reading

apparatus detects the presence of the cartridge and the detection electronics for

analyzing the saliva sample are switched on. In the period between cartridge detection

and fluid assaying or analyzing the sample needs to be collected. This collecting of the



sample takes at least 30 seconds in the average and might take up to some minutes.

Moreover, time is needed for handling by the operator. During this period the detection

electronics are switched on. This consumes unnecessary power in the reading apparatus.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to provide a fluid providing

apparatus for providing a fluid to an analyzing apparatus for analyzing the fluid and an

analyzing apparatus, an analyzing method and a computer program for analyzing a fluid

provided by the fluid providing apparatus, and an analyzing system for analyzing a fluid

comprising the fluid providing apparatus and the fluid analyzing apparatus, wherein the

power consumption of the analyzing apparatus can be reduced.

In an aspect of the present invention a fluid providing apparatus for

providing a fluid to an analyzing apparatus for analyzing the fluid is disclosed, the fluid

providing apparatus comprising a casing having:

- an introduction opening, through which a fluid transferring element is

introducible into the casing for transferring the fluid to the fluid providing apparatus,

- a fluid releasing section for releasing the fluid from the fluid

transferring element,

- a fluid transferring element detection section for detecting whether the

fluid transferring element is introduced into the casing by interacting with a fluid

transferring element detection unit of the analyzing apparatus,

- a control unit for switching on or off the analyzing apparatus depending

on the detection of the fluid transferring element within the fluid providing apparatus.

The invention is based on the idea that generally the reader device of an

analyzing unit does not have to be in an operating state, until the fluid transferring

element has been introduced into the fluid providing apparatus. The fluid transferring

element detection section allows detecting whether the fluid transferring element is

introduced into the casing by interacting with a fluid transferring element detection unit

of the analyzing apparatus and, therefore, to operate, in particular, switch on or off, the

reader device of the analyzing apparatus depending on the detection of the fluid

transferring element within the fluid providing apparatus. This reduces unnecessary

power consumption of the reader device of the analyzing apparatus.



The fluid providing apparatus allows an analyzing apparatus to switch,

for example, an analyzing unit for analyzing the fluid from a non-analyzing mode to an

analyzing mode, in particular, to switch the analyzing unit on, only if a fluid

transferring element detection unit of the fluid analyzing apparatus has detected

whether the fluid transferring element is introduced into the casing by interacting with

the fluid transferring element detection section. Thus, if, for example, the fluid

providing apparatus, which might be a cartridge, has been introduced into the fluid

analyzing apparatus, which can be regarded as a reading apparatus, the analyzing unit,

which can comprise detection electronics for analyzing the fluid, could be switched on,

only if it has been detected that the fluid transferring element, which can be a swab-

stick, has been inserted into the fluid providing apparatus. The time, during which the

analyzing unit of the analyzing apparatus is switched on, can therefore be reduced,

which allows to reduce the power consumption of the analyzing apparatus.

It is preferred that the fluid transferring element detection section

comprises at least one optical transparent portion for allowing to optically detect

whether the fluid transferring element is introduced into the casing. This allows

detecting whether the fluid transferring element has been introduced into the casing in a

contactless way, without the presence of mechanical wear. Furthermore, an optical

detection generally does not require additional parts of the fluid providing apparatus or

sub-assemblies. It is only required that the fluid providing apparatus comprises at least

one optical transparent portion. This keeps the costs of the fluid providing apparatus

low.

It is further preferred that the at least one optical transparent portion is

adapted to allow fluid transferring element detection light of a light source of the fluid

transferring element detection unit of the analyzing apparatus to enter the fluid

transferring element detection section for optically detecting whether the fluid

transferring element is introduced into the casing. It is further preferred that the at least

one optical transparent portion is adapted to allow the fluid transferring element

detection light to transmit through the fluid transferring element section. This allows to

determine whether the fluid transferring element has been introduced into the casing by

determining whether the fluid transferring element detection light, which has entered

the fluid transferring element detection section through the at least one optical

transparent portion, is at least partly blocked by the fluid transferring element. The at



least one optical transparent portion can also be adapted such that it can be determined

whether the fluid transferring element has been introduced into the casing by detecting

whether the fluid transferring element detection light is reflected by the fluid

transferring element within the fluid transferring element detection section. The optical

transparent portion is preferentially a portion of the casing at the transferring element

detection section being transparent to the fluid transferring element detection light.

Furthermore, this at least one optical portion is preferentially adapted such that the fluid

transferring element detection light can enter and leave the fluid transferring element

detection section of the casing as required by the corresponding fluid transferring

element detection unit of the fluid analyzing apparatus.

It is further preferred that the fluid providing apparatus comprises an

analyzing section for analyzing the fluid released from the fluid transferring element by

interacting with an analyzing unit of the analyzing apparatus.

The fluid providing apparatus is preferentially a cartridge, which is

preferentially disposable. The fluid providing apparatus is preferentially adapted to

provide a liquid like, for example, saliva, urine or blood or another liquid. The fluid

providing apparatus can also be adapted to provide a gas.

The fluid transferring element comprises preferentially a swab and is

preferentially a swab-stick. Also the fluid transferring element is preferentially

disposable and is adapted for being introducible into the fluid providing apparatus. The

preferred swab of the fluid transferring element is preferentially adapted to collect a

sample of a fluid like a liquid, for example, saliva, urine, or blood.

The fluid transferring element detection section and the fluid releasing

section are preferentially located at the same place or close to each other within the

fluid providing apparatus and are preferentially integrated. The fluid transferring

element detection section is preferentially a part of the fluid releasing section. This

allows detecting whether the fluid transferring element has been introduced into the

fluid releasing section by the fluid transferring element detection section. Since

preferentially the analyzing unit of the fluid analyzing apparatus has to be switched

from a non-analyzing mode to an analyzing mode, in particular, has to be switched on,

only, if fluid has been released from the fluid transferring element, i.e. if the fluid

transferring element has been introduced into the fluid releasing section, and since

firstly the fluid transferring element is introduced through the introduction opening into



the casing and enters the fluid releasing section later, this further reduces the power

consumption of the analyzing apparatus, without affecting the analysis or the assay

adversely.

It is further preferred that the casing comprises a fluid detection section

for detecting whether the fluid has entered the analyzing section by interacting with a

fluid detection unit of the analyzing apparatus. This allows detecting whether a fluid,

which has been released in the fluid releasing section, has entered the analyzing section.

Therefore, if, for example, a flow of the fluid from the fluid releasing section to the

analyzing section is disturbed, this can be detected by the fluid detection section and the

fluid detection unit of the analyzing apparatus, and, in this case, the analyzing apparatus

can be switched from an analyzing mode to a non-analyzing mode, in particular,

switched off and/or an alert signal can be output to a user.

The fluid detection section and the analyzing section are preferentially

located at the same place or close to each other or are integrated into each other within

the casing of the fluid providing apparatus. Preferentially the fluid detection section is a

part of the analyzing section and is preferentially located at the beginning of the

analyzing section with respect to a flow direction of the fluid.

In a further preferred embodiment, the fluid providing apparatus

comprises at least two fluid detection sections located at the beginning and the end of

the analyzing section with respect to the flow direction of the fluid. This allows

determining whether the fluid has traversed the analyzing section. Preferentially, this

allows monitoring if the analyzing section is filled completely. So firstly it is seen at the

beginning of the analyzing section that the fluid has entered the analyzing section, in

particular, that wetting has occurred at the beginning of the analyzing section. Then,

generally, it can be seen that the fluid has reached the end of the analyzing section, in

particular, that wetting has occurred at the end of the analyzing section. In this case,

preferentially, it can be determined that the sensing area is completely 'wetted' i.e.

covered with fluid. Also, by monitoring the time required between the determination at

the beginning of the analyzing section and at the end of the analyzing section, in

particular, by monitoring the time required to fill the analyzing section completely,

information about the fluid can be gained about, for example, the viscosity of the fluid,

by measuring the time required for the fluid to move from a first fluid detection section

to a second fluid detection section, in particular, to move from a first wetting sensor to



second wetting sensor.

Preferentially, the fluid detection section comprises an optical

transparent portion for allowing to optically detect whether the fluid has entered the

analyzing section. This allows to detect whether the fluid has entered the analyzing

section in a contactless way and without the presence of mechanical wear. In addition, it

is generally not necessary to have additional parts or sub-assemblies of the fluid

providing apparatus, which keeps the manufacturing costs of the fluid providing

apparatus low.

Also this optical transparent portion is adapted such that light can enter

the casing, in particular, the fluid detection section of the casing. Furthermore, this

optical transparent portion of the fluid detection section is adapted such that light can be

used for optically detecting whether the fluid has entered the analyzing section as

required by the fluid detection unit of the fluid analyzing apparatus.

In a preferred embodiment, the fluid releasing section is adapted to

squeeze the fluid transferring element for releasing the fluid. It is further preferred that

the fluid releasing section has a decreasing diameter in a direction away from the

introduction opening, i.e. which points from the fluid releasing section to the location of

the analyzing section. This allows to release the fluid from the fluid transferring

element by the same operation, which is used for introducing the fluid transferring

element into the casing.

It is further preferred that the casing comprises a filtering section

comprising a filter for filtering the fluid released from the fluid transferring element.

This allows filtering parts of the fluid out of the fluid, which could disturb the analysis,

in particular, the measurement, or the assay in the analyzing section, thereby improving

the analysis or the assay. A further filter can also be present to remove bubbles from the

fluid, in particular, from saliva.

The invention also discloses an analyzing apparatus for analyzing a fluid

provided by a fluid providing apparatus comprising a casing having an introduction

opening, through which a fluid transferring element is introducible into the casing for

transferring the fluid to the fluid providing apparatus, as defined in claim 1, the

analyzing apparatus comprising:

- a fluid transferring element detection unit for detecting whether the

fluid transferring element is introduced into the casing by interacting with a fluid



transferring element detection section of the fluid providing apparatus,

- a control unit for switching on or off the analyzing apparatus depending

on the detection of the fluid transferring element within the fluid providing apparatus.

In a preferred embodiment, the fluid transferring element detection unit

comprises:

- a light source for generating fluid transferring element detection light

for entering the fluid transferring element detection section of the fluid providing

apparatus through an optical transparent portion of the fluid transferring element

detection section,

- a reflected light detector for detecting reflected light reflected by the

fluid transferring element for optically detecting whether the fluid transferring element

is introduced into the casing of the fluid providing apparatus. This allows to determine

whether the fluid transferring element has been introduced into the casing by

determining whether the reflected light has been modified by introducing the fluid

transferring element into the casing, in particular, by determining whether the intensity

of the reflected light has been increased or decreased in order to detect whether light is

reflected by the fluid transferring element or not.

It is further preferred that the fluid transferring element detection unit

comprises:

- a light source for generating fluid transferring element detection light

for entering the fluid transferring element detection section of the fluid providing

apparatus through at least one optical transparent portion of the fluid transferring

element detection section,

- a transmitted light detector for detecting transmitted light transmitted

through the fluid transferring element detection section through the at least one optical

transparent portion for optically detecting whether the fluid transferring element is

introduced into the casing of the fluid providing apparatus. This allows detecting

whether the fluid transferring element has been introduced into the casing by

determining whether the transmitted light has been modified by introducing the fluid

transferring element into the casing, in particular, by determining whether the intensity

of the transmitted light has been increased or decreased, for example, by determining

whether light is transmitted through the transferring element detection section or

whether light is not transmitted through the fluid transferring element detection section,



i.e. whether light is blocked by the fluid transferring element within the fluid

transferring element detection section.

In a preferred embodiment, the analyzing apparatus further comprises an

analyzing unit for analyzing fluid released from the fluid transferring element by a fluid

releasing section of the fluid providing apparatus by interacting with an analyzing

section of the fluid providing apparatus, wherein the analyzing unit comprises an

analyzing mode and a non-analyzing mode.

It is further preferred that the analyzing apparatus comprises a control

unit for controlling the fluid transferring element detection unit and the analyzing unit

such that the analyzing unit is switched from the non-analyzing mode to the analyzing

mode, if the fluid transferring element detection unit determines that the fluid

transferring element has been introduced into the casing of the fluid providing

apparatus.

Since the control unit is adapted such that the analyzing unit is switched

from the non-analyzing mode to the analyzing mode, if the fluid transferring element

detection unit determines that the fluid transferring element has been introduced into the

casing of the fluid providing apparatus, the analyzing unit is only operated in the

analyzing mode, if the fluid transferring element has indeed been introduced into the

casing of the fluid providing apparatus, i.e. if a fluid is expected to enter the analyzing

section of the fluid providing apparatus for analyzing the fluid by the analyzing unit.

This reduces the power consumption of the analyzing unit and, thus, of the analyzing

apparatus.

In the non-analyzing mode the analyzing unit is preferentially switched

off and in the analyzing mode the analyzing unit is preferentially switched on.

In a preferred embodiment, the analyzing apparatus comprises a fluid

detection unit for detecting whether the fluid has entered the analyzing section of the

fluid providing apparatus by interacting with a fluid detection section of the fluid

providing apparatus. This allows to detect whether the fluid has entered the analyzing

section of the fluid providing apparatus, wherein, for example, the analyzing unit can be

switched into the non-analyzing mode, in particular, can be switched off, if the fluid

detection unit detects that fluid has not entered the analyzing section after a

predetermined time after detecting the fluid transferring element in the fluid transferring

element detection section, thereby further reducing the power consumption. In this case,



alternatively or in addition an alert signal can be output.

In a preferred embodiment, the fluid providing apparatus comprises at

least two fluid detection units located at the beginning and the end of the analyzing

section with respect to the flow direction of the fluid, if the fluid providing apparatus

has been inserted into the analyzing apparatus. This allows determining whether the

fluid has traversed the analyzing section.

It is further preferred that the fluid detection unit comprises a light

source for generating fluid detection light and a fluid detection light detector for

optically detecting whether the fluid has entered the analyzing section of the fluid

providing apparatus. This allows to optically detect whether the fluid has entered the

analyzing section or not, thereby providing a contactless method, which can be robust

and free of mechanical wear. Furthermore, preferentially the optical detection method

does not require additional parts or sub-assemblies of the fluid providing apparatus,

which keeps the costs of the fluid providing apparatus low.

In a preferred embodiment, the analyzing apparatus comprises a

determination unit for determining whether after a predetermined time interval after a

detection of the fluid transferring element by the fluid transferring element detection

unit the fluid has not been detected by the fluid detection unit. Preferentially, the

analyzing apparatus comprises an output unit for outputting a signal, if the

determination unit determines that after a predetermined time interval after detection of

the fluid transferring element by the fluid transferring element detection unit the fluid

has not been detected by the fluid detection unit. It is further preferred that the control

unit is adapted to switch the analyzing unit to the non-analyzing mode, if the

determination unit determines that after a predetermined time interval after a detection

of the fluid transferring element by the fluid transferring element detection unit the fluid

has not been detected by the fluid detection unit.

In a further embodiment, the fluid detection section of the fluid

providing apparatus and the fluid detection unit of the analyzing apparatus are located

at a location downstream of the fluid releasing section with respect to the flow of the

fluid, wherein this location does not have to be within the analyzing section. This

allows determining failures in the fluid flow in the fluid providing apparatus, in

particular, in the cartridge.

In a further aspect of the present invention an analyzing system for



analyzing a fluid comprising the fluid providing apparatus as defined in claim 1 and the

fluid analyzing apparatus as defined in claim 6 is presented.

In a further aspect of the present invention an analyzing method for

analyzing a fluid provided by a fluid providing apparatus comprising a casing for

receiving a fluid transferring element as defined in claim 1 is presented, wherein the

analyzing method comprises the step of detecting whether the fluid transferring element

is introduced into the casing by interacting with a fluid transferring element detection

section of the fluid providing apparatus by a fluid transferring element detection unit.

Preferentially, the analyzing method further comprises the step of

analyzing fluid released from the fluid transferring element by a fluid releasing section

of the fluid providing apparatus by interacting with an analyzing section of the fluid

providing apparatus by an analyzing unit, wherein the analyzing unit comprises an

analyzing mode and a non-analyzing mode.

It is further preferred that the analyzing method comprises the step of

controlling the fluid transferring element detection unit and the analyzing unit such that

the analyzing unit is switched from the non-analyzing mode to the analyzing mode, if

the fluid transferring element detection unit determines that the fluid transferring

element has been introduced into the casing of the fluid providing apparatus, by a

control unit.

In a further aspect of the present invention a computer program for

analyzing a fluid provided by a fluid providing apparatus comprising a casing for

receiving a fluid transferring element is presented, wherein the computer program

comprises program code means for causing an analyzing apparatus as defined in claim

6 to carry out the steps of the analyzing method as defined in claim 13, when the

computer program is run on a computer controlling the analyzing apparatus.

It shall be understood that the fluid providing apparatus of claim 1, the

analyzing apparatus of claim 6, the analyzing system of claim 13, the analyzing method

of claim 14 and the computer program of claim 15 have similar and/or identical

preferred embodiments as defined in the dependent claims. Disclosed are examples of

the invention in which the control unit is comprised in the fluid providing apparatus and

alternatively comprised in the analyzing apparatus.

It shall be understood that a preferred embodiment of the invention can

also be any combination of the dependent claims with the respective independent claim.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other aspects of the invention will be apparent from and elucidated

with reference to the embodiments described hereinafter. In the following drawings:

Fig. 1 shows schematically and exemplarily an embodiment of a fluid

transferring element,

Fig. 2 shows schematically and exemplarily a sectional view of an

embodiment of a fluid providing apparatus,

Fig. 3 shows schematically and exemplarily an embodiment of an

analyzing apparatus,

Fig. 4 shows schematically and exemplarily a principle of a reader

device for analyzing a fluid in an analyzing section and an analyzing unit,

Figs. 5 and 6 show schematically and exemplarily a principle of

detecting a fluid in the analyzing section,

Figs. 7 to 11 illustrate the dependency of various parameters on a wedge

angle of wedges of an optically transparent portion within a fluid detection section of

the fluid providing apparatus and on the refractive index of this optically transparent

portion, respectively,

Fig. 12 shows an embodiment of an optically transparent portion of an

analyzing section of a fluid providing apparatus and optically transparent portions of a

fluid detection section of the fluid providing apparatus, which are partially integrated

into the optically transparent portion of the analyzing section.

Fig. 13 shows schematically and exemplarily a sectional view of an

embodiment of a fluid providing apparatus,

Fig. 14 shows schematically and exemplarily an embodiment of an

analyzing apparatus, and

Fig. 15 shows exemplarily a flow chart illustrating an analyzing method

for analyzing a fluid.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Fig. 1 shows schematically and exemplarily an embodiment of a fluid



transferring element, which is, in this embodiment, a swab-stick 1. The swab-stick 1

comprises a swab 2 for receiving a sample of a fluid like a liquid, for example, a sample

of saliva or blood. The swab-stick 1 further comprises a stick 3, which comprises a first

end portion, to which the swab 2 is attached, and a second end portion, which comprises

a grip 4 .

The fluid transferring element 1, i.e., in this embodiment, the swab-stick

1, is introducible into a casing 35 of a fluid providing apparatus 34 through an

introduction opening 7 . A sectional view through the fluid providing apparatus 34 is

schematically and exemplarily shown in Fig. 2 . The fluid providing apparatus 34 is,

preferentially, a cartridge, which is preferentially disposable. Also the fluid transferring

element 1 is preferentially disposable.

The fluid providing apparatus 34 comprises the casing 35 including the

introduction opening 7, through which the fluid transferring element 1 is introducible

into the casing 35 for transferring the fluid to the fluid providing apparatus 34. The

casing 6 further comprises a fluid releasing section 8 for releasing the fluid from the

fluid transferring element 1, i.e., in this embodiment, from the swab 2 of the swab-stick

1. The fluid releasing section 8 is adapted to squeeze the fluid transferring element 1,

i.e., in this embodiment, the swab 2 of the swab-stick 1, for releasing the fluid. The

releasing section has a decreasing diameter in a direction away from the introduction

opening 7 such that the swab 2 of the swab-stick 1 is squeezed if introduced and pressed

into the casing 35, in particular, into the fluid releasing section 8.

The fluid providing apparatus 34 further comprises a fluid transferring

element detection section 36 for detecting whether the fluid transferring element 1 is

introduced into the casing 35 by interacting with a fluid transferring element detection

unit of an analyzing apparatus 33, which will be described further below. The fluid

transferring element detection section 36 is located at the same place, at which the fluid

releasing section 8 is located, in order to determine whether the fluid transferring

element has been introduced into the fluid releasing section, in particular, in this

embodiment, in order to determine whether the swab 2 of the swab-stick 1 has been

introduced into the fluid releasing section 8.

The fluid transferring element detection section 36 comprises at least one

optical transparent portion 10, 23 for allowing to optically detect whether the fluid

transferring element 1 has been introduced into the casing 35. In this embodiment, the



at least one optical transparent portion 10, 23 is adapted such that fluid transferring

element detection light of a light source of a fluid transferring element detection unit of

an analyzing apparatus 33, which will be described further below, can enter the fluid

transferring element detection section and leave the fluid transferring element detection

section at the location, which is opposite to the location, at which the fluid transferring

element detection light has entered the fluid transferring element detection section, in

order to allow the fluid transferring element detection light to transmit through the fluid

transferring element detection section, if the fluid transferring element 1, in particular,

the swab 2 of the swab-stick 1, has not been introduced into the casing 35, in particular,

into the fluid releasing section 8. This allows to optically detect whether the fluid

transferring element 1 has been introduced into the casing 35 of the fluid providing

apparatus 34 by determining whether the fluid transferring element 1 blocks the fluid

transferring element detection light or at least a part of the fluid transferring element

detection light within the fluid transferring element detection section.

The casing 35 further comprises a filtering section 14 including a filter

15 for filtering the fluid released from the fluid transferring element 1, in particular,

released from the swab 2 of the swab-stick 1. The filter element is preferentially a SaF

filter, through which the fluid, in particular, saliva or blood, is squeezed. The filter 15

can also be adapted to remove bubbles from the fluid, in particular, from saliva or from

blood. Preferentially buffer components are added by drying them in a SaF and

debubbling filter. When the fluid, in particular, saliva or blood, flows through the SaF

and de-bubbling filter, the buffer components are redispersed.

In particular, during drying a filter is drenched in a buffer solution,

which is, in this embodiment, needed for the assay. After the buffer has 'dried up' the

buffer components, such as salts and proteins, remain in the filter. If now the fluid is

introduced, these buffer components are dissolved from the filter and enter the filtered

sample, thereby enabling the assay, as these specific salts, proteins et cetera are

generally essential for the biological assay. This means, the buffer components are

stored in the filter by drying the buffer inside the filter, and by adding the fluid, in

particular, saliva or blood, these buffer components 're-enter' and contribute to the

assay, i.e. they redisperse.

Alternatively, the fluid sample can be mixed with a buffer fluid, wherein

subsequently the buffered sample can be applied to the fluid providing apparatus 34, in



particular, to the cartridge. In this case, preferentially, the filter does not comprise

buffer components.

The filter is preferentially adapted to filter solid parts and/or specific

proteins out, depending on how the filter is 'functionalized', i.e. how the filter is

adapted to retain certain substances, in particular, molecules like proteins. The filter is

preferentially adapted such that substances are filtered out, which disturb the analysis,

in particular, the measurement, in the analyzing section.

The fluid providing apparatus 34 further comprises an analyzing section

11 for analyzing the fluid, which has been released from the fluid transferring element 1

and which has, in this embodiment, been filtered, by interacting with an analyzing unit

of a fluid analyzing apparatus, which will be described further below.

The casing 35 further comprises a fluid detection section 12 for detecting

whether the fluid has entered the analyzing section 11 by interacting with a fluid

detection unit of the analyzing apparatus 33, which will be described further below. In

this embodiment, the fluid detection section 12 is a part of the analyzing section 11 and

is located at the beginning of the analyzing section 11 with respect to the flow direction

of the fluid. The fluid detection section 12 comprises an optical transparent portion 13

for allowing to optically detect whether the fluid has entered the analyzing section 11.

The shape of the optical transparent portion 13 is shown in Fig. 2 only schematically.

The shape of the optically transparent portion 13 is adapted such that it allows light of

the fluid detection unit of the analyzing apparatus 33 to enter and leave the casing 35, in

particular, the optically transparent portion, as required by the fluid detection unit.

Also the analyzing section 11 preferentially comprises an optically

transparent portion 39, which allows to optically analyze the fluid within the analyzing

section 11. The optically transparent portion 13 and the optically transparent portion 39

can be a single optically transparent portion or they can be two or more optically

transparent portions.

The casing 35 further comprises a vent 40, which allows the fluid or

other gas or liquid to leave the analyzing section 11, in particular, the part of the casing

following the analyzing section 11.

Fig. 3 shows schematically and exemplarily an embodiment of an

analyzing apparatus 33 for analyzing a fluid provided by the fluid providing apparatus

34, wherein the analyzing apparatus 33 comprises an opening 42, in particular, a cavity



42, into which the fluid providing apparatus 34 is introducible. The analyzing apparatus

33 comprises a fluid transferring element detection unit 46 for detecting whether the

fluid transferring element 1, in particular, in this embodiment, the swab-stick 1, is

introduced into the casing 35, which has been introduced into the opening 42 of the

analyzing apparatus 33, by interacting with the fluid transferring element detection

section 36 of the fluid providing apparatus 34.

The fluid transferring element detection unit 34 comprises a light source

24 for generating fluid transferring element detection light 27 for entering the fluid

transferring element detection section 36 of the fluid providing apparatus 34 through the

at least one optically transparent portion 10, 23 of the fluid transferring element

detection section 36 of the fluid providing apparatus 34. The fluid transferring element

detection unit 46 further comprises a transmitted light detector 25 for detecting

transmitted light transmitted through the fluid transferring element detection section 36

through the at least one optical transparent portion 10, 23 for optically detecting

whether the fluid transferring element 1 has been introduced into the casing 35 of the

fluid providing apparatus 34. If the fluid providing apparatus 34 has been introduced

into the opening 42 of the analyzing apparatus 33 and if the fluid transferring element 1

has not been introduced into the casing 35 of the fluid providing apparatus 34, the fluid

transferring element detection light 27 can transmit through the transferring element

detection section 36 of the fluid providing apparatus 34 and can be detected by the

transmitted light detector 25, i.e. it can be detected that the fluid transferring element

has not been introduced into the fluid providing apparatus 34. If the fluid transferring

element 1 has been introduced into the fluid transferring element detection section 36 of

the fluid providing apparatus 34, the fluid transferring element 1 blocks at least partly

the fluid transferring element detection light 27 and the intensity of this light decreases,

in particular, this light cannot be detected by the transmitted light detector 25 anymore,

thereby detecting that the fluid transferring element 1 has been introduced into the

casing 35 of the fluid providing apparatus 34, in particular, into the fluid transferring

element detection section 36 of the fluid providing apparatus 34.

The analyzing apparatus 33 further comprises an analyzing unit 18 for

analyzing fluid released from the fluid transferring element 1 by a fluid releasing

section 8 of the fluid providing apparatus 34 by interacting with the analyzing section

11 of the fluid providing apparatus 34, wherein the analyzing unit 18 comprises an



analyzing mode and a non-analyzing mode. The analyzing unit 18 comprises an

analyzing light source 43 emitting analyzing light 44 for analyzing the fluid present in

the analyzing section 11 of the fluid providing apparatus 34 and an analyzing detector

45 for detecting the analyzing light 44.

The analyzing unit 18 and the corresponding analyzing section 11 with

the optically transparent opening 39 are preferentially adapted such that the fluid can be

analyzed by using frustrated total internal reflection. An embodiment of such an

analyzing unit and a corresponding analyzing section of a fluid providing apparatus is

schematically and exemplarily shown in Fig. 4 in a sectional view.

Fig. 4 shows schematically and exemplarily elements of the analyzing

section 11 and of the analyzing unit 18 for analyzing the fluid by detecting particles

201, which will be explained further below. Shown is a schematic view of a reader

device adapted for optical detection of a fluid to be analyzed.

The optically transparent portion 39 of the analyzing section 11 can be

regarded as a carrier 39 that may for example be made from glass or transparent plastic

like poly-styrene. The fluid being present in the analyzing section comprises target

components to be detected (e.g. drugs, antibodies, DNA, etc.) and magnetic

particles 201, for example superparamagnetic beads, wherein these particles 201 are

usually bound as labels to the aforementioned target components (for simplicity only

the magnetic particles 201 are shown in Fig. 4).

The interface between the carrier 39 and the analyzing section 11, which

is preferentially formed as a sample chamber, is formed by a surface called "binding

surface" 212. This binding surface 212 may optionally be coated with capture elements,

e.g. antibodies, which can specifically bind the target components.

The sensor device comprises a magnetic unit 38, in particular, a magnetic

field generator 38, for example an electromagnet with a coil and a core, for controllably

generating a magnetic field B at the binding surface 212 and in the adjacent space of the

analyzing section 11. With the help of this magnetic field B, the magnetic particles 201

can be manipulated, i.e. be magnetized and particularly be moved (if magnetic fields

with gradients are used). Thus it is for example possible to attract magnetic

particles 201 to the binding surface 212 in order to accelerate the binding of the

associated target component to said surface.



The sensor device further comprises the light source 43, for example a

laser or an LED, that generates an input light beam Ll which is transmitted into the

carrier 39. The input light beam Ll arrives at the binding surface 212 at an angle larger

than the critical angle θc of total internal reflection (TIR) and is therefore totally

internally reflected as an "output light beam" L2. The output light beam L2 leaves the

carrier 39 through another surface and is detected by the light detector 45, e.g. a

photodiode. The light detector 45 determines the amount of light of the output light

beam L2 (e.g. expressed by the light intensity of this light beam in the whole spectrum

or a certain part of the spectrum). The measurement results are evaluated and optionally

monitored over an observation period by an evaluation and recording module 232 that

is coupled to the detector 45.

In the light source 43, a commercial DVD (λ = 658 nm) laser-diode can

be used. A collimator lens may be used to make the input light beam Ll parallel, and a

pinhole 223 of e.g. 0.5 mm may be used to reduce the beam diameter. For accurate

measurements, a highly stable light source is required. However, even with a perfectly

stable power source, temperature changes in the laser can cause drifting and random

changes in the output.

To address this issue, the light source may optionally have an integrated

input light monitoring diode 222 for measuring the output level of the laser. The (Iow-

pass filtered) output of the monitoring sensor 222 can then be coupled to the evaluation

module 232, which can divide the (low-pass filtered) optical signal from the detector 45

by the output of the monitoring sensor 222. For an improved signal-to-noise ratio, the

resulting signal may be time-averaged. The division eliminates the effect of laser output

fluctuations due to power variations (no stabilized power source needed) as well as

temperature drift (no precautions like Peltier elements needed).

A further improvement can be achieved if not (or not only) the laser

output itself is measured, but the final output of the light source 43. As Fig. 4 coarsely

illustrates, only a fraction of the laser output exits the pinhole 223. Only this fraction

will be used for the actual measurement in the carrier 39, and is therefore the most

direct source signal. Obviously, this fraction is related to the output of the laser, as

determined by e.g. the integrated monitor diode 222, but will be affected by any

mechanical change or instability in the light path (a laser beam profile is approximately

elliptical with a Gaussian profile, i.e. quite non-uniform). Thus, it is advantageous to



measure the amount of light of the input light beam Ll after the pinhole 223 and/or

after eventual other optical components of the light source 43. This can be done in a

number of ways, for example:

a parallel glass plate 224 can be placed under 45° or a beam splitter cube

(e.g. 90% transmission, 10% reflection) can be inserted into the light path

behind the pinhole 223 to deflect a small fraction of the light beam towards a

separate input-light monitoring sensor 222';

a small mirror at the edge of the pinhole 223 or the input light beam Ll

can be used to deflect a small part of the beam towards a detector.

Fig. 4 shows a "second light detector" 45' that can alternatively or

additionally be used to detect fluorescence light emitted by fluorescent particles 201

which were stimulated by the evanescent wave of the input light beam Ll . As this

fluorescence light is usually emitted isotropically to all sides, the second detector 45'

can in principle be disposed anywhere, e.g. also above the binding surface 212.

Moreover, it is of course possible to use the detector 45, too, for the sampling of

fluorescence light, wherein the latter may for example spectrally be discriminated from

reflected light L2.

The described analyzing unit and analyzing section apply optical means

for the detection of magnetic particles 201 and the target components for which

detection is actually of interest. For eliminating or at least minimizing the influence of

background (e.g. of the sample fluid, such as saliva, blood, etc.), the detection technique

should be surface-specific. This is achieved by using the principle of frustrated total

internal reflection which is explained in the following.

According to Snell's law of refraction, the angles ΘA and ΘB with respect

to the normal of an interface between two media A and B satisfy the equation

nA sin0A = nβ sinθβ

with nA, nβ being the refractive indices in medium A and B, respectively.

A ray of light in a medium A with high refractive index (e.g. glass with nA = 2) will for

example refract away from the normal under an angle ΘB at the interface with a medium

B with lower refractive index such as air (nβ = 1) or water (nβ 1.3). A part of the

incident light will be reflected at the interface, with the same angle as the angle ΘA of

incidence. When the angle ΘA of incidence is gradually increased, the angle ΘB of

refraction will increase until it reaches 90°. The corresponding angle of incidence is



called the critical angle, θc, and is given by sinθc = nβ/nA. At larger angles of incidence,

all light will be reflected inside medium A (glass), hence the name "total internal

reflection". However, very close to the interface between medium A (glass) and

medium B (air or water), an evanescent wave is formed in medium B, which decays

exponentially away from the surface. The field amplitude as function of the distance z

from the surface can be expressed as:

9 9nA sin (β Λ) —nB z)

with k = 2π/λ, ΘA being the incident angle of the totally reflected beam,

and nA and nβ the refractive indices of the respective associated media.

For a typical value of the wavelength λ, e.g. λ = 650 nm, and nA=l .53

and the field amplitude has declined to exp(-l) ~ 0.37 of its original value

after a distance z of about 228 nm. When this evanescent wave interacts with another

medium like the magnetic particles 201 in the setup of Fig. 4, part of the incident light

will be coupled into the sample fluid (this is called "frustrated total internal reflection"),

and the reflected intensity will be reduced (while the reflected intensity will be 100 %

for a clean interface and no interaction). Depending on the amount of disturbance, i.e.

the amount of magnetic beads on or very near (within about 200 nm) to the binding

surface 212 (not in the rest of the analyzing section 11, in particular, the sample

chamber 11), the reflected intensity will drop accordingly. This intensity drop is a direct

measure for the amount of bonded magnetic beads 201, and therefore for the

concentration of target molecules. When the mentioned interaction distance of the

evanescent wave of about 200 nm is compared with the typical dimensions of ant i

bodies, target molecules and magnetic beads, it is clear that the influence of the

background will be minimal. Larger wavelengths λ will increase the interaction

distance, but the influence of the background liquid will still be very small.

The described procedure is independent of applied magnetic fields. This

allows real-time optical monitoring of preparation, measurement and washing steps.

The monitored signals can also be used to control the measurement or the individual

process steps.

For the materials of a typical application, medium A of the carrier 39 can

be glass and/or some transparent plastic with a typical refractive index of 1.52. Medium

B in the analyzing section 11, in particular, in the sample chamber 11, will be water-



based and have a refractive index close to 1.3. This corresponds to a critical angle θc of

60°. An angle of incidence of 70° is therefore a practical choice to allow fluid media

with a somewhat larger refractive index (assuming nA= 1.52, nβ is allowed up to a

maximum of 1.43). Higher values of nβ would require a larger nA and/or larger angles

of incidence.

The fluid is preferentially analyzed by using a so-called sandwich assay.

The particles, which are preferentially magnetic beads, are coated with a specific

antibody that attaches to a target molecule present in a fluid like blood or saliva. When

the magnetic beads, that are freely present in the fluid after having been dispersed in the

fluid, have reacted with the available target molecules, the beads are attracted to the

detection surface that has been coated with another antibody that can couple to the

target molecule. The attraction force for attracting the magnetic beads with the attached

target molecules to the detection surface is a magnetic force generated by the magnetic

unit 38. After a sufficiently long reaction time the magnetic field is switched such that

the magnetic beads, which are not bound to the detection surface, are pulled away from

the detection surface, so that only the specifically bound magnetic beads with the target

molecules, which are bound to the corresponding antibodies, remain attached to the

detection surface. The magnetic beads on the detection surface can be detected optically

by the above described FTIR technique. Thus, by detecting the particles 201 on the

detection surface 212, the concentration of the target molecule in the fluid can be

determined.

In an embodiment, the analyzing unit and the analyzing section form a

biosensor based on the optical detection of super-paramagnetic labels on the detection

surface, which can also be called beads and which are preferentially the particles.

Instead of optical detection the magnetic particles can also be detected magnetically.

The analyzing unit and the analyzing section are preferentially adapted to

detect specific target molecules, like drugs or cardiac markers, in a fluid, like saliva or

blood, by determining the amount of particles, in particular, magnetic particles, bound

at binding sites on the detection surface. The binding elements are preferentially

antibodies and/or drug molecules, which specifically bind to the target molecules, to

which an attaching element with a magnetic particle has been attached.

In particular, the particles are magnetic beads and the attaching elements

are primary antibodies on the magnetic beads, and at the binding sides secondary



antibodies are present. The primary and secondary antibodies bind to different parts of

the analyte (target element), i.e. the primary and secondary antibodies are preferentially

primary and secondary anti-PTH/anti-troponin antibodies, respectively.

If in other embodiments an inhibition assay is used instead or in addition

to a sandwich assay, the particles comprising attaching elements are, for example,

opiate magnetic particles, amphetamine magnetic particles, cocaine magnetic particles

or methamphetamine magnetic particles and the corresponding binding sites are, for

example, opiate conjugated with bovine serum albumin, amphetamine conjugated with

bovine serum albumin, cocaine conjugated with bovine serum albumin and

methamphetamine conjugated with bovine serum albumin.

The analyzing apparatus 33 further comprises a control unit 26 for

controlling the fluid transferring element detection unit 46 and the analyzing unit 18

such that the analyzing unit 18 is switched from the non-analyzing mode to the

analyzing mode, if the fluid transferring element detection unit 46 determines that the

fluid transferring element 1 has been introduced into the casing 35 of the fluid

providing apparatus 34, in particular, has been introduced into the fluid transferring

element detection section 36 of the fluid providing apparatus 34.

The analyzing apparatus 33 further comprises a fluid detection unit 28

for detecting whether the fluid has entered the analyzing section 11 of the fluid

providing apparatus 34 by interacting with the fluid detection section 12 of the fluid

providing apparatus 34, in particular, by interacting with the at least one optically

transparent portion 13 of the fluid detection section 12 of the fluid providing apparatus

34. The fluid detection unit 28 comprises a light source 29 for generating fluid detection

light 3 1 and a fluid detection light detector 30 for optically detecting whether the fluid

has entered the analyzing section 11 of the fluid providing apparatus 34.

In order to achieve reliable and precise results with the analyzing

apparatus 33, the analyzing section should be properly filled with the fluid. This is

particularly true if no active transport means are available so that the transport of fluid

throughout the fluid providing apparatus 34 is entirely dependent on capillary filling. It

is therefore desirable to have a fluid detection section and a corresponding fluid

detection unit, which can be regarded as a wetting detector, for detecting if the

analyzing section is filled properly and/or entirely. Preferably, such a wetting detection

should be contactless so that no wiring in/to/from the fluid providing apparatus 34 is



needed, adding to robustness and leading to cost reduction.

To address the above issues, a technique for detecting the presence of a

fluid in the analyzing section of the fluid providing apparatus 34 is proposed and

explained in the following with respect to Figs. 5 and 6 . In an embodiment, this

technique may use the main reflection branch in the optical setup of the analyzing

apparatus 33 for wetting detection. Consequently the same optics as being used for

probing the bioassay can be used for wetting detection (e.g. optics that measures FTIR

at a smooth contact surface, or optics measuring an output light beam at the optical

structures described above).

A central idea of such a technique is to use the difference in critical angle

at which TIR occurs, for the polystyrene-water (in case of wetting) and polystyrene-air

(no wetting) interfaces. The refractive optical structure 350 can thus be made such that

in the case of no wetting TIR at the refracting interface occurs, whereas in the case of

wetting no TIR occurs. In the latter case the light is being transmitted by the

polystyrene-water interface and is (partially) captured by the optical structure and

redirected ("reflected back") into the fluid providing apparatus 34, in particular, into the

cartridge. By carefully tuning the geometry of the optical structure, a kind of

"mirroring" retro -"reflector" (however, using refraction instead of reflection) can be

made where the light is two times refracted at the carrier- liquid and liquid-carrier

interfaces. The design can also be used in a more quantitative manner where the

measured signal is a direct measure for the refractive index of the fluid on top of the

carrier. The wedge-like optical structure 350 can for example be embossed in a plastic

carrier substrate.

Fig. 5 shows a situation in which the fluid detection section 11 is filled

with air having a refractive index ria = 1. Fig. 6 shows a situation in which the fluid

detection section is filled with a water-like liquid having a refractive index nw.

The critical angle θc for TIR at an optical interface going from high

refractive index ni to low refractive index n2 is given by the relation sin(θc) = n2/ni . In

case of the optically transparent portion 13 of the fluid detection section 12 being a

polystyrene carrier 13 with refractive index ni = 1.58 and a water-like fluid with

refractive index n2 = nw =1.33, the critical angle is θcw = 57.3° when the fluid detection

section 12 is filled with the fluid. If the fluid detection section 12 is however filled with

air, the critical angle becomes θca = 39.3°.



In Fig. 5, the angle of incidence of the input light beam L l (with respect

to the excitation facet 353) is larger than the critical angle θca for air in the fluid

detection section 12. Therefore, the input light beam Ll is totally internally reflected at

the excitation facet 353 of the optical structure 350 into a TIR light beam L3

propagating under quite a different angle with respect to the surface normal than the

input light beam Ll .

In Fig. 6, the fluid detection section 12 is filled with a water- like liquid

of refractive index nw. The critical angle of TIR is now such that no total internal

reflection occurs at the excitation facet 353, but a normal refraction of the input light

beam L l into the fluid detection section 12. In the illustrated situation, three different

cases can then be distinguished:

1. Input light leaving the excitation facet 353 between points A and B

travels past the next wedge and into the sample as a light beam Ll'. As indicated

by the arrow with index "(n2)", the inclination of this light beam Ll' (with

respect to the horizontal) become steeper and the amount of light in it becomes

higher if the refractive index n2 increases.

2 . Input light leaving the excitation facet 353 between points B and C is

collected between points B' and C of the collection facet 354 of the neighboring

wedge; it is then totally internally reflected between points B' and C" of the

excitation facet of this wedge, and leaves the carrier 13 as a secondary

component L2' of the total output light. The inclination of this secondary

component L2' becomes steeper and its amount of light higher if the refractive

index n2 increases.

3 . Input light leaving the excitation facet 353 between points C and D is

collected between points C and D of the collection facet 354 of the neighboring

wedge; it then propagates without further interference with the optical

structure 350 through the carrier 13 as a primary component L2 of the total

output light. The inclination of this primary component L2 becomes less steep

(more horizontal) and its amount of light lower with increasing refractive index

n2.

Figs. 5 and 6 show that only part of the light will be refracted back into

the carrier 13 in the case of wetting, resulting in a back-"reflection" efficiency of clearly

less than 100%. It should be noted that both the primary output light beam L2 and/or



the secondary output light beam L2' can be used as wetting signal.

In a typical realization of the aforementioned analyzing apparatus 33

using FTIR, the entrance angle of the input light beam with respect to the normal of the

contact surface is fixed at 70°, i.e. sufficiently larger than the critical angle both for a

filled and empty analyzing section. The FTIR principle comprises monitoring a

decrease of intensity of the main TIR-reflected beam, due to scattering and/or

absorption of light at bound target particles; consequently, the angle of the detection

branch is also making an angle of 70° with respect to the surface normal. Given this

geometry, total internal reflection occurs irrespectively of wetting conditions.

However, by providing the carrier (preferably next to, near or integrated

into the analyzing section) with an optical structure 350 like that of Figs. 5 and 6, one

can obtain a situation where light is being "reflected" towards the main light detector

(e.g. CCD sensor) only in the case of wetting conditions (cf. beams L2, L2' in Fig. 6).

Under the conditions of no wetting, total internal reflection occurs (cf. beam L3 in Fig.

5) in a direction substantially different from the main FTIR beam, and no light is being

reflected towards the main light detector.

For example in case both the wedge angle α and the angle i between

input light beam Ll and contact surface normal equal 70°, the input light beam Ll

makes an angle of 50° with respect to the excitation facet 353. This is somewhere in the

middle of the two critical angles θca = 39.3° and θcw = 57.3°. When no wetting occurs

(Fig. 5), the incoming beam Ll is therefore totally internal reflected as light beam L3 in

a direction such that the FTIR light detector does not see any light (due to the limited

collection NA of the detection optics), resulting in a zero (dark) signal. When wetting

occurs, the input light beam Ll is transmitted into the fluid and part of the rays being

transmitted are again refracted at the rising edge of the refractive optical structure (Fig.

6).

For given refractive indices ni and n , the geometry can be chosen such

that the entrance angle i of the input light beam Ll exactly equals the exit angle e of the

primary component L2 of the output light beam, thereby mimicking the operation

principle of a retro-reflector and giving a signal increase (bright) of the FTIR light

detector. For a typical configuration with a polystyrene carrier and a water interface this

results in a wedge angle α of 74 degrees.

A carrier with an optical structure 350 of the kind described above can



for example be manufactured with the help of an aluminum or a NiP insert used in an

injection molding process to produce polystyrene cartridges. The necessary structures

may be formed in the inserts by a diamond milling process or by 3d focused ion beam

(FIB) milling.

The amount of light in the primary output light beam L2 that is refracted

towards a detector under any chosen direction can be optimized by a proper design of

the wedge structure 350. The graph in Fig. 7 shows the outcome of a simulation for a

wetting structure with polystyrene against water and an entrance angle of i = 70°, where

the wedge angle α is varied from 65° to 75° (vertical axis: normalized main reflected

intensity I(L2)). Fig. 8 shows the corresponding exit angle e of the primary output light

beam L2.

Since the described wetting sensor uses entrance angles close to the

critical angle, the refraction angles are very sensitive to changes in refractive index.

Consequently the sensor can also be used as a refractive index sensor. Figs. 9 to 11

show the results of a simulation where the refractive index n2 of the water-like liquid

has been varied from 1.3 to 1.4 . Several quantities can be used in order to extract the

refractive index n2 from the measured signals, for example:

The intensity I (L2) of the primary output light beam L2 (Fig. 9,

normalized units on vertical axis).

- The angle e of "reflection" of the primary output light beam L2 using e.g.

a position sensitive diode (Fig. 9).

The ratio I (L2)/I(L2') of intensities of the primary output light beam L2

and the secondary output light beam L2' (Fig. 11).

In another embodiment the optical structure 350 may be comprised of a

regular array of slanted/tilted structures where the slanting angle of the structures (and

therefore also the pitch of the grooves) is linearly increased/decreased as a function of

their x-position, i.e. along the surface. When the structure is now being imaged onto a

2D-detector or line array, a cutoff in light detection arises at the position where total

internal reflection occurs. Given the refractive index ni of the carrier and the geometry

of the optical structure 350, the position of this cutoff (in mm, or detector pixels) is a

direct measure for the index of refraction n2 of the medium in the sample chamber.

Fig. 12 shows schematically and exemplarily an embodiment of an

optically transparent portion 302 of the analyzing section, wherein two optically



transparent portions 303 of the fluid determination section are partially integrated in the

optically transparent portion 302. With respect to the flow direction 301 of the fluid, a

first optically transparent portion 303 is located at the beginning of the optically

transparent portion 302 and a second optically transparent portion 303 is located at the

end of the optically transparent portion 302. The optically transparent portions 303 are

preferentially shaped as defined in Figs. 5 and 6 and the optically transparent portion

302 is preferentially smooth, but can also comprise wedges as described above with

reference to Figs. 5 and 6 . The dimensions of the lengths shown in Fig. 12 are

preferentially the following: a equal to 300 µm, b equal to 900 µm, c equal to 1400 µm,

d equal to 350 µm, e equal to 350 µm, f equal to 1800 µm and g equal to 1100 µm.

The analyzing apparatus 33 comprises a determination unit 32 for

determining whether after a predetermined time interval after a detection of the fluid

transferring element 1 by the fluid transferring element detection unit 34 the fluid has

not been detected by the fluid detection unit 28. The analyzing apparatus 33 further

comprises an output unit 37 for outputting a signal, if the determination unit 32

determines that after a predetermined time interval after detection of the fluid

transferring element 1 by the fluid transferring element detection unit 34 the fluid has

not been detected by the fluid detection unit 28. The output unit 37 is preferentially

adapted to provide an acoustical and/or optical output. The output unit 37 is, for

example, a display adapted for displaying an alert message.

In this embodiment, the control unit 26 is adapted to switch the analyzing

unit 18 to the non-analyzing mode, if the determination unit 32 determines that after a

predetermined time interval after a detection of the fluid transferring element 1 by the

fluid transferring element detection unit 46 the fluid has not been detected by the fluid

detection unit 28. In this case, preferentially the analyzing unit 18 is switched off. In a

further embodiment, in this case the complete analyzing apparatus 33 is switched off.

The control unit 26 is preferentially adapted to control the fluid

transferring element detection unit 46, the fluid detection unit 28, the analyzing unit 18,

the determination unit 32 and the output unit 37.

The different units are enclosed within a casing 41, which can be shaped

such that the analyzing apparatus 33 is operable as a handhold analyzing apparatus 33,

which can also be denoted as a handheld reader.

The analyzing apparatus 33 further comprises a magnetic system 38 for



generating a magnetic field within the analyzing section 11 of the fluid providing

apparatus 34, which can be used to analyze the fluid as described above with reference

to Fig. 4 .

A further embodiment of a fluid providing apparatus 5 is schematically

and exemplarily shown in a sectional view in Fig. 13.

Elements and sections of the fluid providing apparatus 5 shown in Fig.

13, which are similar or identical to the sections and elements of the fluid providing

apparatus 34 shown in Fig. 2, are denoted by the same reference numbers. For a

description of these sections and elements reference is made to the above explanation

with respect to Fig. 2 .

The fluid providing apparatus 5 comprises a fluid transferring element

detection section 9 for detecting whether the fluid transferring element 1 is introduced

into the casing 6 by interacting with a fluid transferring element detection unit of the

fluid analyzing apparatus 33, which will be described further below. The fluid

transferring element detection section 9 comprises one optical transparent portion 10 for

allowing to optically detect whether the fluid transferring element 1 has been introduced

into the casing 6 . This optical transparent portion 10 is adapted such that light can enter

the fluid transferring element detection section and such that light reflected by the fluid

transferring element 1 can leave the casing 6 for being detected by a corresponding

detector of the analyzing apparatus 33, which will be described further below.

Fig. 14 shows schematically and exemplarily a further embodiment of an

analyzing apparatus 17, which corresponds to the fluid providing apparatus 5 shown in

Fig. 13.

Elements of the analyzing apparatus 17, which are identical or similar to

elements of the analyzing apparatus 17 are denoted by the same reference numbers. For

a description of these elements reference is made to the above explanation with respect

to Fig. 3 .

The analyzing apparatus 17 comprises a fluid transferring element

detection unit 16 for detecting whether the fluid transferring element 1 is introduced

into the casing 6 by interacting with a fluid transferring element detection section 9 of

the fluid providing apparatus 5 . The fluid transferring element detection unit 16

comprises a light source 24 generating fluid transferring element detection light 2 1 for

entering the fluid transferring element detection section 9 of the fluid providing



apparatus 5 through the optical transparent portion 10 of the fluid transferring element

detection section 9. The fluid transferring element detection unit 16 further comprises a

reflected light detector 22 for detecting reflected light reflected by the fluid transferring

element 1 for optically detecting whether the fluid transferring element 1 is introduced

into the casing 6 of the fluid providing apparatus 5 .

The analyzing apparatus 17 comprises a control unit 19, which

corresponds to the control unit 26 of the analyzing apparatus 17, and which is at least

adapted to control the fluid transferring element detection unit 16 and the analyzing unit

18 such that the analyzing unit is switched from the non-analyzing mode to the

analyzing mode, if the fluid transferring element detection unit 16 determines that the

fluid transferring element 1 has been introduced into the casing 6 of the fluid providing

apparatus 5 .

In the following an embodiment of an analyzing method for analyzing a

fluid provided by a fluid providing apparatus comprising a casing for receiving a fluid

transferring element will be exemplarily described with reference to a flowchart shown

in Fig. 15.

In step 101, a disposable fluid transferring element and a disposable fluid

providing apparatus, which are provided within a package, are unpacked by a user.

In step 102, the fluid providing apparatus is introduced into the analyzing

apparatus 17, and in step 103 a sample of a fluid, which has to be analyzed, is received

by the fluid transferring element. During performing steps 102 and 103 the analyzing

unit of the analyzing apparatus 17 is still in the non-analyzing mode, in particular, is

still switched off. Preferentially, during performing steps 102 and 103, the complete

analyzing apparatus 17 is switched off.

In step 104, the fluid transferring element is introduced into the fluid

providing apparatus, which has already been introduced into the analyzing apparatus

17. In step 105, the fluid is released within the fluid releasing section of the fluid

providing apparatus and preferentially at the same time the fluid transferring element

detection unit detects that the fluid transferring element is introduced into the casing by

interacting with the fluid transferring element detection section of the fluid providing

apparatus.

After it has been detected that the fluid transferring element has been

introduced into the casing of the fluid providing apparatus, in step 105 the analyzing



unit of the analyzing apparatus 17 is switched from the non-analyzing mode to the

analyzing mode.

The released fluid flows through the filtering section to the fluid

detection section of the fluid providing apparatus and in step 106 the fluid detection unit

detects whether the fluid has entered the fluid detection section, and, thus, the analyzing

section of the fluid providing apparatus. Furthermore, the determination unit of the

analyzing apparatus 17 determines whether the fluid has been detected after a

predetermined time interval after a detection of the fluid transferring element by the

fluid transferring element detection unit or not. If the fluid has been detected within the

fluid detection section within the predetermined time interval after the detection of the

fluid transferring element, the fluid is analyzed in the analyzing section in step 107. If

the fluid has not been detected within the predetermined time interval after a detection

of the fluid transferring element in the fluid detection section, for example, because the

fluid has not reached the analyzing unit, in step 108 an output signal is provided to the

user and preferentially the analyzing unit is switched off.

The system of the fluid providing apparatus and the analyzing apparatus

17, 33 can be provided as a frustrated total internal reflection biosensor for using in a

fast drugs-of-abuse (DOA) test in, for example, saliva or blood. This biosensor could,

for example, be used for a through-window roadside testing, which is similar to an

alcohol testing for car drivers, and in workplace testing, in particular, for safety critical

industries.

Although in the above described embodiments certain fluid detection

units and fluid detection sections have been described for determining whether the fluid

has entered the analyzing section of the fluid providing apparatus, in other

embodiments other wetting sensors can be used for determining whether the fluid has

entered the analyzing apparatus 17, 33.

In a preferred embodiment, the analyzing apparatus 17, 33 is switched

off between different tests, i.e. between different analyzing procedures. Preferably, this

is done automatically. For example, after an analyzing procedure has been completed

and the fluid providing apparatus, which is preferentially a cartridge, has been removed

from the analyzing apparatus 17, 33, this removing is detected by the analyzing

apparatus 17, 33 and the analyzing unit and preferentially also the other units of the

analyzing apparatus 17, 33 are switched off. If another fluid providing apparatus is



inserted into the analyzing apparatus 17, 33 and if the fluid transferring element is

inserted into this new fluid providing apparatus, this insertion of the fluid transferring

element is detected by the fluid transferring element detection unit and the analyzing

apparatus 17, 33 is switched on, in particular, the analyzing unit is switched to the

analyzing mode. The detection of the fluid providing apparatus, in particular, of the

cartridge, within the analyzing apparatus 17, 33 is well-known. Such a detection is for

example provided in the Cozart DDS System. In most cases this detection is done by a

simple mechanical switch. But, in the prior art the analyzing apparatus 17, 33 is

switched on an operational mode, if the cartridge is detected within the analyzing

apparatus 17, 33, irrespective of a fluid transferring element has been introduced into

the cartridge or not.

The control unit 19, 26 can be adapted such that the analyzing unit is

switched from a non-analyzing mode to an analyzing mode, if the fluid providing

apparatus including the fluid transferring element has been introduced into the

analyzing apparatus 17, 33, if the fluid transferring element has been removed from the

fluid providing apparatus and if the fluid transferring element has been inserted into the

analyzing apparatus 17, 33 again. The control unit can 19, 26 also be adapted such that

the analyzing unit is switched from a non-analyzing mode to an analyzing mode, if the

fluid providing apparatus has been introduced into the analyzing apparatus 17, 33

without including the fluid transferring element and if than the fluid transferring

element is introduced into the fluid providing apparatus. The analyzing apparatus 17, 33

can comprise a switch, which allows a user to choose between different sequences of

operations like introducing or removing the fluid transferring element, which lead to a

switching of the analyzing unit from a non-analyzing mode to an analyzing mode or to

a switching of the analyzing unit from an analyzing mode to a non-analyzing mode.

The fluid providing apparatus preferentially adapted such that at least in

parts of the fluid providing apparatus the fluid is driven by capillary forces.

The light sources used in the above described embodiments are, for

example, light emitting diodes and the detectors are preferentially CMOS imagers.

However, in other embodiments other light sources and/or detectors can be used.

The fluid releasing section is preferentially adapted such that it is fluid

tight to avoid spillage and contamination of the analyzing apparatus 17, 33. This can,

for example, be achieved by using only a single piece of plastic having an optically



transparent portion for different sections of the optical providing unit. If, in an

embodiment, the fluid providing apparatus is made of different pieces, preferentially

sealing elements like a rubber O-ring are used for making at least the fluid releasing

section and the fluid transferring element detection section fluid tight.

Although in the above described embodiments a certain configuration of

a fluid transferring element, a fluid providing apparatus and an analyzing apparatus 17,

33 have been described, in other embodiments, the fluid transferring element, the fluid

providing apparatus and the analyzing apparatus 17, 33 can comprise another

configuration, as long as the fluid transferring element is adapted to transfer a fluid like

saliva or blood to the fluid providing apparatus, the fluid providing apparatus comprises

an introduction opening, a fluid releasing section and a fluid transferring element

detection section as defined in claim 1 and the analyzing apparatus 17, 33 comprises a

fluid transferring element detection unit as defined in claim 6 .

Although in the above described embodiments certain techniques for

analyzing the fluid, in particular, for measuring or detecting particles in the fluid, are

applied, in other embodiments the analyzing section and/or the analyzing unit 17, 33

can be adapted to analyze the fluid by another technique, in particular, by another

optical technique or magnetically.

The analyzing apparatus 17, 33, the fluid providing apparatus and/or the

fluid transferring element can be adapted to the presence of magnetic particles on or

near to a sensor surface on any detection principle, based on any property of the

particles, e.g. they can detect via magnetic methods (e.g. magnetoresistive, Hall, coils),

optical methods (e.g. imaging, fluorescence, chemiluminescence, absorption, scattering,

evanescent field techniques, surface plasmon resonance, Raman, etc.), sonic detection

(e.g. surface acoustic wave, bulk acoustic wave, cantilever, quartz crystal etc), electrical

detection (e.g. conduction, impedance, amperometric, redox cycling), combinations

thereof et cetera.

A detection of the magnetic properties of the particle on or near to a

sensor surface can be performed by using e.g. a coil, a magneto-resistive sensor, a

magneto -restrictive sensor, a Hall sensor, a planar Hall sensor, a flux gate sensor, a

SQUID, a magnetic resonance sensor et cetera.

In addition to the above described molecular assays, also larger moieties

can be detected, for example, cells, viruses, or fractions of cells or viruses, tissue



extract, et cetera. The detection can occur with or without scanning of a sensor element

with respect to the biosensor surface. Measurement data can be derived as an end-point

measurement, as well as by recording signals kinetically or intermittently. Labels can be

detected directly by the sensing method. As well, the particles can be further processed

prior to detection. An example of further processing is that materials are added or that

the (bio)chemical or physical properties of the label are modified to facilitate detection.

The analyzing apparatusl7, 33, the fluid providing apparatus and/or the fluid

transferring element can be used with several biochemical assay types, for example,

binding/unbinding assay, sandwich assay, competition assay, displacement assay,

enzymatic assay et cetera. The device, methods and systems of this invention are suited

for sensor multiplexing (i.e. the parallel use of different sensors and sensor surfaces),

label multiplexing (i.e. the parallel use of different types of labels) and chamber

multiplexing (i.e. the parallel use of different reaction chambers). The device, methods

and systems described in the present invention can be used as rapid, robust, and easy to

use point-of-care biosensors for small sample volumes. Also, the device, methods and

systems of the present invention can be used in automated high-throughput testing. In

this case, the analyzing section of the fluid providing apparatus is e.g. a well plate or

cuvette.

The above mentioned magnetic beads are preferentially nano-particles

having at least one dimension ranging between 3 nm and 5000 nm, preferably between

10 nm and 3000 nm, more preferred between 50 nm and 1000 nm.

Although in the above described embodiments, different functions have

been performed by several units, these functions can be performed by any other number

of units or devices. For example, the analyzing section and the fluid determination

section and the corresponding analyzing unit and fluid detection unit can be integrated

forming a single section and a single unit, respectively, wherein, for example, the same

light source and/or the same detection unit is used for fluid detection and analyzing the

fluid.

Preferentially, the fluid providing apparatus and the analyzing apparatus

17, 33 comprise alignment means for aligning the fluid providing apparatus and the

analyzing apparatus 17, 33 with respect to each other, in particular, for aligning the

fluid transferring element detection section with respect to the fluid transferring element

detection unit, the fluid detection section with respect to the fluid detection unit and the



analyzing section with respect to the analyzing unit 17, 33. The alignment means are,

for example, engaging means provided on the fluid providing apparatus and/or the

analyzing apparatus 17, 33, which engage, if the fluid providing apparatus and the

analyzing apparatus 17, 33 are aligned with respect to each other, for holding the fluid

providing apparatus within the analyzing apparatus 17, 33 in the aligned position.

Other variations to the disclosed embodiments can be understood and

effected by those skilled in the art in practicing the claimed invention, from a study of

the drawings, the disclosure, and the appended claims.

In the claims, the word "comprising" does not exclude other elements or

steps, and the indefinite article "a" or "an" does not exclude a plurality.

A single unit or a device may fulfill the functions of several items recited

in the claims. The mere fact that certain measures are recited in mutually different

dependent claims does not indicate that a combination of these measures cannot be used

to advantage.

A computer program may be stored/ distributed on a suitable medium,

such as an optical storage medium or a solid-state medium, supplied together with or as

part of other hardware, but may also be distributed in other forms, such as via the

Internet or other wired or wireless telecommunication systems.

Any reference signs in the claims should not be construed as limiting the

scope.



CLAIMS:

1. A fluid providing apparatus (5; 34) for providing a fluid to an analyzing

apparatus (17; 33) for analyzing the fluid, the fluid providing apparatus (5; 34)

comprising a casing (6; 35) having:

- an introduction opening (7), through which a fluid transferring element

(1) is introducible into the casing (6; 35) for transferring the fluid to the fluid providing

apparatus (5; 34),

- a fluid releasing section (8) for releasing the fluid from the fluid

transferring element (1),

- a fluid transferring element detection section (9; 36) for detecting

whether the fluid transferring element (1) is introduced into the casing (6; 35) by

interacting with a fluid transferring element detection unit (46) of the analyzing

apparatus (17; 33),

- a control unit (19, 26) for switching on or off the analyzing apparatus

(17; 33) depending on the detection of the fluid transferring element (1) within the fluid

providing apparatus (5; 34).

2 . The fluid providing apparatus (5; 34) as defined in claim 1, wherein the

fluid transferring element detection section (9; 36) comprises at least one optical

transparent portion (10, 23) for allowing to optically detect whether the fluid

transferring element (1) is introduced into the casing (6; 35).

3 . The fluid providing apparatus (5; 34) as defined in claim 1, further

comprising an analyzing section ( 11) for analyzing the fluid released from the fluid

transferring element (1) by interacting with an analyzing unit (17; 33) of the analyzing

apparatus (17; 33).



4 . The fluid providing apparatus (5; 34) as defined in claim 3, wherein the

casing (6; 35) comprises a fluid detection section (12) for detecting whether the fluid

has entered the analyzing section ( 11) by interacting with a fluid detection unit of the

analyzing apparatus (17; 33).

5 . The fluid providing apparatus (5; 34) as defined in claim 1, wherein the

fluid releasing section (8) is adapted to squeeze the fluid transferring element (1) for

releasing the fluid.

6 . An analyzing apparatus (17; 33) for analyzing a fluid provided by a fluid

providing apparatus (5; 34) comprising a casing (6; 35) having an introduction opening

(7), through which a fluid transferring element (1) is introducible into the casing (6; 35)

for transferring the fluid to the fluid providing apparatus (5; 34), as defined in claim 1,

the analyzing apparatus (17; 33) comprising:

- a fluid transferring element detection unit (16; 46) for detecting

whether the fluid transferring element (1) is introduced into the casing (6; 35) by

interacting with a fluid transferring element detection section (9; 36) of the fluid

providing apparatus (5; 34)

- a control unit (19, 26) for switching on or off the analyzing apparatus

(17; 33) depending on the detection of the fluid transferring element (1) within the fluid

providing apparatus (5; 34).

7 . The analyzing apparatus (17; 33) as defined in claim 6, wherein the fluid

transferring element detection unit (16) comprises:

- a light source (20) for generating fluid transferring element detection

light (21) for entering the fluid transferring element detection section (9) of the fluid

providing apparatus (5) through an optical transparent portion (10, 23) of the fluid

transferring element detection section (9),

- a reflected light detector (22) for detecting reflected light reflected by

the fluid transferring element (1) for optically detecting whether the fluid transferring

element (1) is introduced into the casing (6) of the fluid providing apparatus (5).



8. The analyzing apparatus (17; 33) as defined in claim 6, wherein the fluid

transferring element detection unit (46) comprises:

- a light source (24) for generating fluid transferring element detection

light (27) for entering the fluid transferring element detection section (36) of the fluid

providing apparatus (34) through at least one optical transparent portion (10, 23) of the

fluid transferring element detection section (36),

- a transmitted light detector (25) for detecting transmitted light

transmitted through the fluid transferring element detection section (36) through the at

least one optical transparent portion (10, 23) for optically detecting whether the fluid

transferring element (1) is introduced into the casing (35) of the fluid providing

apparatus (34).

9 . The analyzing apparatus as defined in claim 6, further comprising an

analyzing unit (18) for analyzing fluid released from the fluid transferring element (1)

by a fluid releasing section (8) of the fluid providing apparatus (5; 34) by interacting

with an analyzing section ( 11) of the fluid providing apparatus (5; 34), wherein the

analyzing unit (18) comprises an analyzing mode and a non-analyzing mode.

10. The analyzing apparatus as defined in claim 9, further comprising a

control unit (19; 26) for controlling the fluid transferring element detection unit (16; 46)

and the analyzing unit (18) such that the analyzing unit (18) is switched from the non-

analyzing mode to the analyzing mode, if the fluid transferring element detection unit

(16; 46) determines that the fluid transferring element (1) has been introduced into the

casing (6; 35) of the fluid providing apparatus (5; 34).

11. The analyzing apparatus as defined in claim 6, wherein the analyzing

apparatus (17; 33) comprises a fluid detection unit (28) for detecting whether the fluid

has entered the analyzing section ( 11) of the fluid providing apparatus (5; 34) by

interacting with a fluid detection section (12) of the fluid providing apparatus (5; 34).

12. The analyzing apparatus as defined in claim 11, wherein the analyzing

apparatus (17; 33) comprises a determination unit (32) for determining whether after a



predetermined time interval after a detection of the fluid transferring element (1) by the

fluid transferring element detection unit (16; 46) the fluid has not been detected by the

fluid detection unit (28).

13. An analyzing system for analyzing a fluid comprising the fluid providing

apparatus as defined in claim 1 and the analyzing apparatus as defined in claim 6 .

14. An analyzing method for analyzing a fluid provided by a fluid providing

apparatus comprising a casing for receiving a fluid transferring element as defined in

claim 1, the analyzing method comprising the step of detecting whether the fluid

transferring element is introduced into the casing by interacting with a fluid transferring

element detection section of the fluid providing apparatus by a fluid transferring

element detection unit.

15. A computer program for analyzing a fluid provided by a fluid providing

apparatus comprising a casing for receiving a fluid transferring element, the computer

program comprising program code means for causing an analyzing apparatus as defined

in claim 6 to carry out the steps of the analyzing method as defined in claim 14, when

the computer program is run on a computer controlling the analyzing apparatus.
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